
www.snapattack.com

Win back your time and margins with context-driven
reporting, a highly scalable platform, and the tools
you need to drive your clients’ constant progress. 

 threat hunts

payback

Put your new defenses to 
the test.

03. validate

Deploy to your existing tools 
with confidence.

Understand the art of an attack. 
Operationalize threat intelligence.

01. research

Combat attacks with a 
systematic, scientific approach.

02. write

04. deploy
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at a glance view of protection



Streamline and
standardize client
reporting with dashboards.

www.snapattack.com

Simplify coverage across client environments –
regardless of tooling.

Our integrated view across data sources offers
context and the ability to communicate across
cyber defense teams and deploy detections
among different tools.

When new threats are disclosed, automatically
know whether they'll be detected and if there are
multiple points of coverage with the ability to
immediately deploy threat detections into the
field.

Eliminate alert fatigue and focus your SOC and
IR teams on critical needs - and make them
more efficient than ever with our collaborative,
integrated workflow.

Visually quantify your MITRE ATT&CK coverage for
a specific actor or threat to deployed detections
and gain immediate perspective on your actual
detection coverage mapped against ATT&CK.

Give teams the ability to create, translate, deploy,
validate detections across their stack without
having to know syntax for a myriad of security
tools, enabling them to collaborate seamlessly.

stay ahead of  the threat

Scale SecOps across
clients efficiently.

Level up junior analysts
while they’re on the job.

Improve resource
effectiveness and margins.

Accelerate and mobilize
quickly when your clients
ask about the latest threat
of the week.

Enable your teams to quickly understand any
given attack technique by observing the
adversary, their victim and the true positive
evidence left behind 

Know you have your entire
client base covered.


